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Our Journey was originally planned to mark Design-Nation’s
20th anniversary in 2020. Sadly, due to Covid-19 this wasn’t
meant to be. However, in 2022 this exhibition marks a significant
milestone in the evolution of Design-Nation.
Since the 1990s, Design-Nation has been championing
excellence in craft, design and product, supporting some
of the UK’s very best designer-makers through every stage
of creative and business practice.
Today the Design-Nation portfolio comprises a rich and
diverse pool of highly skilled designer-makers whose collective
works demonstrate authentic, exceptional craftsmanship
and design ability.
This major exhibition celebrates an impressive
selection of 25 Design-Nation members. Working in ceramics,
digital technologies, glass, leather, metal, repurposed materials,
textile, and wood, selected members embody the values
that have now become the most important aspects of
Design-Nation today.
Inventive design solutions, refined and beautiful
objects, curiosity about materials and their capabilities, and
the constant creative push to come up with astounding new
work — each member has been selected for EXCELLENCE.
The climate challenge is a critical issue that faces
us all. SUSTAINABILITY and ethical practice have become
increasingly important focuses and subject matters for
many creative entrepreneurs. Sustainability of health is also
important, with several members addressing mental illness,
bereavement, and the potential of the natural world to heal
and bring joy. Special mention goes to Janine Partington, whose
new multi-part work Her Journey inspired the exhibition title.
DIVERSITY is a rich quality that can be seen in many
ways across Design-Nation’s portfolio and throughout this
exhibition. Members use an impressive and diverse array
of materials and processes, both traditional and cutting
edge, creating functional objects, products, and artworks.
The geographic diversity of the Design-Nation portfolio
stretches across urban and rural locations throughout England,
Northern Ireland, Scotland, and Wales. Members are aged
from their 20s to 60s, some live with health issues, several
are LGBTQIA+, and some identify as Asian and/or non-White
British, with personal and family backgrounds including
Australia, Japan, Sri Lanka, USA, and UK.
We hope you enjoy these insights into current
craftsmanship and design practices from some of the best
designer-makers in the UK today.

Clare Edwards
Director, Design-Nation
and The Hub

Design-Nation: Our Journey is accessible
as an online showcase and virtual tour and
is also available as a touring exhibition.
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A deep knowledge of craft, materials
and processes, and quality of work and
craftsmanship are key factors of DesignNation’s selection process. Designer-makers
must show evidence of innovative thinking
and problem solving and be committed
and passionate to developing their creative
and business practices.

While Design-Nation is focused on
contemporary making, knowledge of traditional
methods and materials is essential. Great
examples of how traditional making underpins
beautiful contemporary design can be seen
in the vibrant abstract quilt designs of Georgia
Bosson, impressive clusters of geometric
slipcast ceramic lighting by Anna Thomson,
and the delicately coloured handblown glass
vessels of Scott Benefield, which celebrate
his adopted home of Antrim, Northern Ireland.
Renowned weaver Jan Bowman brings
her sensitive design skills to an immersive
installation made of many smaller works,
and potter Linda Bloomfield’s deep knowledge
of wheel-throwing and mixing glazes come
to the fore in her new sculptural shapes.
Alison Shelton Brown’s wearable work
skillfully combines new clay, found objects
and a poetic and caring approach.
Some members joyfully embrace new
technologies and contemporary materials.
Artist Laura Mabbutt is enhancing the visual
impact of her fibre art techniques with
augmented reality, while Rachel Fitzpatrick
demonstrates impressive innovation in
materials use and processes by making
her dramatic lighting sculptures, rather
unexpectedly, in Velcro™.
Excellence of design can be seen in many
other exhibits too, for example: hand-dyed
weaving by Lucy MacDonald Arra Textiles,
nature-inspired mosaics by Julie Vernon,
Janine Partington’s artworks carved in leather,
beautiful kiln-formed glass by Verity Pulford
and Ash & Plumb’s massed wooden vessels.

EXCELLENCE
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Excellence of practice is central to the ethos
of Design-Nation’s portfolio. All designermakers that apply for full membership are
vetted by an independent selection panel
that is drawn from a wide pool of industry
experts including curators, writers, academics,
manufacturers, retailers, gallerists, materials
experts, senior designer-makers, and
event organisers.
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SCOTT
BENEFIELD

LINDA
BLOOMFIELD

LONDON

Ceramics

Antrim Fields, 2021 | Photo by Yeshen Venema | Portrait by Conor Edgell

ANTRIM

Glass

Linda Bloomfield specialises in ceramic glazes
and thrown porcelain. Her installation in Our
Journey is a series of organic forms based on
stromatolites and granite boulders. The work
brings attention to the effect of climate change
and pollution on lichens, which are indicators
of clean air. They are sensitive to pollutants
including sulphur dioxide, nitrous oxide and
ozone. Air pollution causes a gradual decrease
in the diversity of lichens.
Linda uses crawl glazes in ochre, viridian
green and chalk white to represent the lichens.
At first the lichen effect glazes cover the forms
abundantly, then gradually decrease until the
forms are dark and barren. Linda has written
several books on ceramic glazes and exhibited
her work widely in the world of design and craft.

DESIGN-NATION MEMBER SINCE 2014
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DESIGN-NATION MEMBER SINCE 2020

Antrim Fields is a collection of non-functional
blown forms that invoke the visual textures of
the landscape in rural Northern Ireland. Living
on the north coast of County Antrim, Scott
Benefield is surrounded by gently rolling hills
that are covered with small fields and winding
hedgerows of various shades of green and earthy
tints of brown. Knocklayd, a mountain overlooking
the pocket port town of Ballycastle, sits in
the distance.
Although abstracted in its translation
to glass, the landscape is a patchwork of small,
irregular rectangles with few visible signs of the
built environment other than hundreds of years
of steady cultivation on the farms and holdings
in the area.
Scott’s work uses the traditional
Venetian techniques of filigrana and zanfirico,
first developed by the artisans of Murano in
the early 16th century, to create areas of small
detail within the larger composition. To achieve
this, several different coloured glasses were
successively melted in the furnace and different
canes were drawn from each colour. These were
all combined to make a mosaic of pattern and
colour that was then fused together, picked
up on a blowpipe, and fashioned into the
finished forms.

Lichen Installation vessels in the studio and in woodlands, 2020–2021 | Photos by Henry Bloomfield | Portrait by Barbara Chandler

OF BENEFIELD SPENCER
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GEORGIA
BOSSON

JAN
BOWMAN

Designer Georgia Bosson’s studio is well known
for projects that are both exploratory and playful,
with a collection that combines hand screen-printed
textiles, timber, quilting and embroidery, to create
a textural and diverse range of products for homes.
The studio process is craft-led, with
traditional techniques forming the backbone of
the research. This way of working brings life and
texture to the designs, softening graphic shapes
with imperfect hand-drawn lines and enhancing
digital processes with handmade finishes.
In addition to the in-house product range the
studio also works to commission for companies
and private clients including Studio Weave, Tate
Enterprises, Neptune and The White Company.
Georgia’s new work is a quilt which is an
exploration of drawing through cloth, reframing
a craft which is steeped in history through the lens
of contemporary design. The piece is made entirely
from sustainable European linen and organic wool.
The ZhongZheng (ZZ) quilt was inspired by a
building found in the Zhongzeng district of Taipei.
The windowless structure was full of texture and
inspired a series of continuous line drawings which
resulted in the design for this quilt. Whilst the final
design is unrecognisable as the original building,
the architectural language carries through.

The word kaleidoscope means observer of beautiful
things, or an instrument for seeing beautiful shapes.
Through her installation Kaleidoscope, Jan Bowman
builds on a long and varied career as a woven textile
designer and conceptual artist. She invites viewers
into an intimate, unpredictable, shifting mosaic
of rich pattern, colour, texture and process, singular
and multi-faceted. Jan aims to evoke medleys of
thoughts and emotions, a chameleon-like experience,
echoing the shifting sands of individual life experience.
Jan has a high level of craftsmanship,
committed to continually pushing the boundaries
of her chosen discipline, weaving. Her ethos
is inspired by the excellence of making which
is evident in the works of Japanese master
craftspeople in many disciplines.
Mentors and peers have given extremely
valuable input to Jan’s thinking and practice.
Quality materials are essential, and she’s grown her
understanding of their natures and unique qualities.
Jan is prepared to take costly risks throughout her
discovery process; brain, heart, body and spirit are
involved in this journey. Jan feels that excellence
is not perfection, saying, ‘You never arrive. It’s the
pursuit of an infinite path.’

But always remember,
good work is more
than materials,
more than product,
it’s about spirit.
JUNICHI ARAI

DERBYSHIRE

Textiles

LONDON

DESIGN-NATION MEMBER SINCE 2006

Kaleidoscope (detail), 2007—2020 | Portrait courtesy the artist

ZZ (Zhong Zheng) Quilt on bed, 2021,, linen, organic wool and cotton sashiko thread | Portrait courtesy the artist
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DESIGN-NATION MEMBER SINCE 2018

Textiles
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LAURA
MABBUTT

Ignite, 2021 | Portrait courtesy the artist

RACHEL
FITZPATRICK

Mixed Media

DESIGN-NATION MEMBER SINCE 2015

COUNTY DOWN

The Seed Sanctuary (concept image), 2021 | Portrait courtesy the artist

DESIGN-NATION MEMBER SINCE 2019

Mixed Media

The Seed Sanctuary is inspired by The Hub
building’s history as a seed warehouse and the
idea that it still is one in modern times: it now
stores and nurtures the seeds of creativity.
The glasshouse protects the paper
seeds inside and as visitors interact with the work,
augmented reality plants grow from the seeds.
Laura Mabbutt says, ‘Just as when we all nurture
our creative sides, beautiful things emerge and
contribute positivity to all of our lives. The Seed
Sanctuary is a protective structure that holds the
precious, just as we should protect and respect
our precious creative industries in difficult times’.
This work also references the Global Seed Vault
in Svalbard — as the Svalbard facility protects
and preserves every known species of seed on
earth for the future, the glass house preserves
our seeds of creativity.
Laura’s creative practice has been
varied, from exhibition curator to craft maker,
project producer to game designer. Her practice
is underpinned by two themes, craft making
and the communication of ideas. As a maker
she is interested in creating bespoke games and
interactive experiences that draw attention to
lesser-known subjects or facts through the appeal
of play and tactility of handleable objects.

(Forbidden) Embrace explores Rachel Fitpatrick’s
ongoing engagement with the material world.
Lockdown had many negative impacts and
constraints on our lives while we cocooned
ourselves. However, it also gave us time to reflect
on the many things we do not discern or appraise.
Rachel works with her hands, in keeping
with the deep-rooted crafts heritage of a rural
society in which she lives. She transforms
materials using slow skills and processes such
as hand dying and sculpting, drawing inspiration
from the magnificent sea and landscapes off
her native Ireland, together with her love of
rhythm and music. She challenges innovation in
the way in which we look at the world, through
everyday materials, predominantly working with
the polyester material, Velcro™. There is a sense
of connection to these hook and loop ribbons
through her childhood memories.
Rachel strives to push the boundaries
of her practice through scale and colour, creating
a highly sensory environment where both
luminosity and acoustics alter as viewers explore
the piece. There is a forbidden tactility to her work
— the innate desire to touch this familiar material
(Velcro™) is constrained and playfully cocooned
as a piece of art in a formal setting.
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LINCOLN
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ANNA
THOMSON

Anna Thomson was awarded Design-Nation
membership through MADE Makers Online
2020. Balancing design and craft, Anna’s work
explores the intrinsic qualities of vitreous clay
bodies, together with innovative exploration
of new technologies and industrial techniques
within a craft context. Craft skills and experimental
thinking combine with technology and industrial
technique, aiming to push the boundaries of both
process and materials. Anna’s studio practice
embraces experimentation, continuous
learning and challenges.
Her recent development of a complex
38-piece modular mould allows for the assembly
of different profile pieces in multiple configurations.
Digital technology and 3D printing were used in
the development of this unique plaster mould
concept together with traditional hand modelling
and mould-making. More profiles will be added
to the ever-growing bank to allow for more
variations of form.
Anna sees these as experiments where
the different profiles sit in harmony, discord or
are vying for attention with their architecturally
inspired crisp geometries. Vessels or lighting can
be created, but this installation showcases the
gentle translucencies of porcelain, parian and
bone china as a lighting installation, the forms
accentuated by harnessing the natural variations
in casting thickness. The characteristics of the
different clay bodies can be seen, from the warm
translucent hues of porcelain to the cleaner
white of bone china.

NORTH DEVON

Ceramics, Textiles,
Mixed Media

JENNY HOLZER

DESIGN-NATION MEMBER SINCE 2020

All things are delicately
interconnected.

Sea Serpent Necklace, 2021 | Photo & portrait by Robin Shelton

EAST SUSSEX

DESIGN-NATION MEMBER SINCE 2020
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Multiplicity Pendant Lights (detail), 2021 | Portrait courtesy the artist

ALISON
SHELTON
BROWN

Making with meaning is fundamental to Alison
Shelton Brown; being creative to the core, she
explores the consequences of the human touch
on our world. Drawing on decades of experimenting
with materials, her butterfly brain and bowerbird
eyes inform intuitive hands that play with those
fluttering thoughts. Through ceramics, metal and
textiles Alison experiments with the tactility of
materials, distilling ideas to divine the essence
of a form, unveiling a simple joy.
Alison says, ‘Over the past year we’ve
struggled to find a way through turbulent waters.
Do we swim safely with the current or find our own
direction against the tide?’. New ways of thinking
emerged for her while investigating discarded
materials; pieces were created which adorn and
ornament a person or a place. Statement jewellery
and mixed media sculpture highlight the plight of
the oceans. Sea twine found washed up on nearby
beaches tangles with porcelain fish mimicking the
world-wide outflow of detritus and flotsam.
There is often a circularity within Alison’s
creative practice: themes long forgotten re-emerge
from a chrysalis, while the threads of tangible
mark-making, assemblage of multiples, and our
impact on the natural world continually weave,
embed and cast shadows.

Ceramics
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Deep consideration was given to the wide
representation and celebration of the varied
characteristics of Design-Nation’s craft and
design portfolio. Members are based across
UK, from Devon to North Wales, Northern
Ireland to Aberdeenshire, Lancashire to
Sussex. There are many women, but also
some men, a great range of ages, sexualities,
family circumstances and backgrounds.
Diversity also extends to the way that
members work: while most are sole traders,
there is one couple in creative business
together, and another body of work is the
result of a long-distance and virtual lockdown
collaboration between two very different
designer-makers.

Our Journey also celebrates diverse
practices: Helen Slater Stokes’ doctoral
research was highly technical and the results
spectacular: the insertion of lenticular lenses
into her kiln-formed glass. Amongst DesignNation’s many talented members in ceramics
Julie Vernon stands out as a skilled mosaicist,
and one who is challenging the traditional
forms of this ancient craft through her new
nature-inspired combinations of glass,
ceramic, natural marble, and slate.
Diversity of family background is part of the
approach that Janine Partington and Momoka
Gomi bring to their work. Momoka weaves
pieces that incorporate reused cloth and yarn,
their aesthetic informed by her Japanese
upbringing, evoking and mimicking the nature
of memory. Janine’s career has been diverse
— she is a highly skilled enameller and is
now working in leather and paint, using her
father’s tools to tell her mother’s story.
Diversity and variety are key to the enjoyment
of Michaela McMillan’s composite figurines
— highly imaginative, lively, colourful and
imbued with narrative. Unexpected
combinations are also found in Myra Hutton
and Nick Rawcliffe’s collaboration, bringing
Myra’s soft hand-felting together with Nick’s
designs for moon-inspired lighting, to create
beautiful and dreamy pieces.
Ash + Plumb are wood turners, bringing
a stylish modern sensibility to this traditional
craft, and celebrating the amazing range
of native English timbers in their collections
of vessels. Likewise, nature is celebrated
by glassmaker Verity Pulford who brings
new techniques to her incredibly detailed
kiln-formed renditions of foliage, flowers
and lichen.

DIVERSITY
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Diversity is interwoven with the core
purpose of Our Journey. While every work
was selected as being primarily excellent
craft and design, the exhibition incorporates
a considerably diverse range of materials,
practices, and members.

ASH &
PLUMB

MOMOKA
GOMI

Echoes of Flora is a new collection of forms, a celebration both of the material
with which Barnaby Ash and Dru Plumb work, and the making process itself.
Whilst Barnaby and Ash generally go into their creative practice with the
intent of producing something specific, they prefer to allow for a certain
fluidity during the process which leads to a more spontaneous and enjoyable
way of working. This practice is the way in which they’ve formed this collection
of pieces, each being a unique take on a silhouette, an evolutionary play
on proportion dancing from one vessel to the next.
Barnaby and Ash bring attention to a diverse selection of responsibly
sourced and British grown timbers, really showcasing some of the amazing
materials in the UK and celebrating unique and interesting features of the
material that are often considered defects in other contexts. For Ash & Plumb,
the sourcing of these timbers is something that takes great consideration.
They are careful to select both the most ideal material for their purposes, and
also only purchase British trees that have been either responsibly coppiced,
or felled due to risk, storm damage, disease or decay.

As a hands-on designer and maker, Momoka
Gomi is fascinated by the skill of weaving.
‘This slow evolving process mimics our lives;
we get wiser and more beautiful as time passes,
and that shapes who we are. We can say this
is the same for woven fabric; each living thread
contributes towards its individual character.’
The techniques and aesthetics for
Momoka’s works are developed from the idea
of Sakiori — a method of up-cycling worn-out old
fabrics in Japan. Her kimono dresser background
at the age of 17 has heavily influenced her choices
of colours, shapes and how multifunctional these
woven works can be, if treated with great care.
At the heart of Momoka’s practice is
an interest in memory, how it is recollected in
our brain, which only delicately decays over time.
She primarily works with cotton yarn and denim
fabric to create a time impact on its surface.
The distressing process makes each fabric
unique; the colour flow is never the same twice.
Colours that are often subtle, fading textures,
eroded in places to represent our life stories.

EAST SUSSEX

Wood

NOTTINGHAM

DESIGN-NATION MEMBER SINCE 2016

Recollection series, 2021 | Portrait by Johnny Guardiani

Bud Vase group, 2020 | Portrait courtesy the artist
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Textiles
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Textiles

Product Design

Myra Hutton’s roots in textiles go way back,
her interest captured while at primary school,
and since training in Textile Art and Dress & Textile
Design she’s spent many years both teaching
and developing her own textile practice. Twenty
years ago, she discovered the versatility of handmade felt and texturing, which lends itself to her
quest for a way to represent the beauty of nature
through the medium of textiles.
Inspired by natural surroundings and
experiences, Myra seeks to capture the essence
and the tactile nature of countryside, place or
scene. She has developed her unique approach
through a mixture of blending and shading wool
fibres as a felt painting, drawing on the hues,
shapes and textures of land, sea, and air with
the influences of the elements. Myra carefully
adds fibres and stitch to create texture, and sees
her embellished felted landscapes as a traditional
craft with a contemporary twist.
For Felt Moon, her collaboration with
Nick, Myra had to put colour aside and think
purely in texture and shade, embracing the way
light falls on the textured piece.

Nick Rawcliffe’s work crosses design/art
boundaries, positioning himself as jack of all
materials and processes. Nick values pieces
true to conceptual vision rather than tied by
media. ‘Innovations embedded in all my work
are firmly rooted in efficiency and sustainability:
waste of any kind is painstakingly and
pragmatically designed out.’
Creating three-dimensional spaces
from two-dimensional forms is a running theme,
exemplifying maximisation of value from finite
resources and Nick’s knowledge of efficient batch
production processes. His work often explores
texture and phenomena created by lighting,
enjoying illusions that manipulate the brain
into incorrect assumptions.
The Felt Moon piece was the fruition
of buddying with Myra Hutton during lockdown.
Nick felt they could create fascinating, fluid
textures for a celestial looking piece, to contrast
with the hard textures he had been exploring
and was delighted it worked. Creating these
innovative tricks and crafting textures in various
materials, is for Nick a step into the unknown,
a future in form that cannot be investigated
or experienced virtually, only exemplified
through the realisation of the finished object.
The fact that relatively new advances in lighting
technology enhance the aesthetic created by
age old crafts adds weight to the narrative
of their joint exploration.

DESIGN-NATION MEMBER SINCE 2018

Felt Moon, 2020 | Portrait courtesy the artist
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DESIGN-NATION MEMBER SINCE 2011

Portrait by Barbara Chandler
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MICHAELA
McMILLAN

JANINE
PARTINGTON

Storytelling has always been at the heart of
Michaela McMillan’s work, combining fact with
legend and fairy tales to create mixed-media
sculptures: kitsch, highly coloured, decorated
and bold, with a playful seriousness at their core.
Narratives flow through layered image bases
into assemblages of found objects and recycled
materials, using stitch and layered images.
Her collections are feminine, figurative, curious,
and often feature animals and nature.
Michaela’s new collection A Chorus
of Angels focuses on looking forward, affirming
that everyone can make a difference and
contribute to shaping the future — we are all
in control of what happens. It is about using her
small voice to positively add to a wider dialogue
of inclusion and acceptance, of others and
of ourselves.
Each piece in the collection is
designated as a shrine, related to one of seven
broad themes, and features objects, text, and
symbolism that supports and references the
theme. These are: Mental Health, Physical
Health, Environment, Arts and Health, Friendship, Acceptance, and Inclusivity.
Michaela says, ‘My voice is not loud,
but it is there, and I will use it.’ Her aim is to create
work that retains a handmade finish, embracing
imperfections, but made to the highest standard.

Janine Partington works with leather to create
intricate wall panels telling stories that are
intended to create an emotional connection
with the viewer.
Janine hand-carves leather with lino
cutting tools, filling the marks she incises with
acrylic paint. Every piece of leather is different,
carves differently, takes colour differently,
so for Janine it is always an adventure.
Janine started using leather as her base
material whilst studying for an MA in Design
at the University of the West of England in 2018.
Since then she has exhibited two collections of
works about her father exploring his Alzheimer’s,
memory, and the concept of home, entitled
Marking Time. The first collection was exhibited
at Collect Open at the Saatchi Gallery in 2019,
the second was shown at the Hub as part of
the ‘Body and Mind: Seen and Unseen’
exhibition in 2020.
The collection that Janine has created
for Design-Nation’s current exhibition is called
Her Journey and for the first time explores the life
of her mother. This proved both a challenging
and cathartic experience, but Janine felt it was
important to ‘redress the balance as I have
previously concentrated on my father’s story
leaving my mother on the side lines’.

Fairsea Departs Colombo (detail), 2021 | Portrait courtesy the artist

BRISTOL

The Chorus of Angels Wings of Ceremonies, 2021 | Portrait courtesy the artist

RUGBY

Mixed Media

DESIGN-NATION MEMBER SINCE 2019
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VERITY
PULFORD

DENBIGHSHIRE

Glass

HELEN
SLATER
STOKES

Helen Slater Stokes’s practice as a maker of kiln-formed glass was established
in 1999, after she achieved an MA from the Royal College of Art. Since then,
she has gradually built up her workshop facilities and her profile as a glass
maker, alongside a university lecturing career. In 2013 she returned to the
RCA to start a part-time PhD by practice, completing it in 2020.
Conceptually Helen is interested in how we reference and perceive
a given space and the changing perceptions within this. Her work addresses
traditional and contemporary artistic spatial illusionary methods, analysing
techniques within drawing, photography, formal sculpture, and optical art
to create what are visually perceived as virtual three-dimensional forms in
the glass. These forms combine notions of visual spatial perception with
current issues around encroachment, distancing, and proximity.
Titles reference a dialogue around health, social inequalities, and
overcrowding, by suggesting we consider our perception of space and the
space between, as we coexist. Geometric forms analyse the mathematical
quantifiable nature of space, devoid of emotion, as theses virtual, almost
holographic, time-based spaces animate and change, in harmony with
the observer’s movement.

Verity Pulford has developed innovative and
unique forms and methods in making glass,
driven by her love for the medium. She is
constantly experimenting with techniques and
the need to express the authentic spirituality
she finds in nature around her in North Wales.
Verity’s glass work pushes at the
boundaries of what is possible with the material,
using alternative forms of pate de verre which
she’s developed throughout the last two years.
She also combines different areas of glass
making, including architectural techniques and
materials, and casting. In this way she believes
her work is truly innovative.
Verity’s pieces also raise awareness of
the wonders of the natural world, in highlighting
the beauty of the macro structures and focusing
on elements of plant forms often overlooked —
lichens and algae in particular.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

Asymmetric Vortex & Inverted Symmetric Cone II, 2021 | Portrait courtesy the artist

DESIGN-NATION MEMBER SINCE 2020

Studies of Algae, 2021 | Photo by Stephen Heaton | Portrait courtesy the artist
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JULIE
VERNON

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Mosaics

Natural Ochre, 2021 | Portrait courtesy the artist

Natural Ochre, 2021 | Portrait courtesy the artist
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DESIGN-NATION MEMBER SINCE 2011

Julie Vernon has been creating contemporary
mosaic artwork since 2010. All works are original
one-offs, combining a mix of materials from glass
and ceramic through to natural marble and slate.
Inspired by nature and the changing
landscape, Julie is an admirer of rocks, beach
ceramic and reclaimed materials, which often
find a way into her work. She largely works freehand
in an abstract style, guided by the shape and form
of materials, assembling them to create texture,
pattern, and a sense of movement.
The Natural collection is inspired by
Julie’s lockdown walks, and the importance of
being outdoors and surrounded by nature as
part of her own wellbeing. She chose to work
in a monochromatic colour palette, exploring the
tones of colour through texture and andamento
(the placement of tesserae). Julie hand-cuts
unglazed porcelain tiles into strands, using the
uneven cut surface to create texture. The strands
are then combined with tumbled beach ceramic,
natural stone and river rocks. When creating
this work, Julie was drawn to the protective and
shielding nature of circular shapes, and the sense
that a circle contains that within it in safety. Her
handmade birch frames have a subtle wax finish,
to compliment the minimal feel of this work.
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Some members choose to work with found
and recycled materials. Sam Isaacs of
REWORKED takes beachcombed detritus like
buoys and combines them with repurposed
vintage appliances to make his quirky one-off
lights, while Lizzie Kimbley seeks out waste
and surplus yarn, fabrics and metal from
other makers to reimagine and re-form
into her weavings.
Sculptural pieces by Charlie Birtles are perhaps
the ultimate in re-use, re-creating her own
archive of works in a variety of found and
repurposed materials, to form new artworks.
Hannah Lobley shows rounded forms made
using her own technique, Paperwood,
moistening and layering wastepaper into
a new solid material that she is then able
to turn on a lathe, like wood.

Lucy MacDonald Arra Textiles takes great
care how she sources the natural yarns that
she hand-dyes and weaves in her Royal
Deeside studio, looking for traceable supply
chains for all her materials. Her indigo-hued
pieces reflect her love of the natural
environment, especially seascapes. Marine
concerns are to the fore in Jacky Oliver’s metal
sculptures, as she uses her skills in shaping
and enamelling to make compelling forms
that warn of the perils of overfishing.
Water comes into its own in Amy Leigh’s
studio: it is the cooling element for her oneoff pewter pieces. The work is experimental,
unique and with zero waste, as Amy is able
to re-cast leftover metal many times, in her
quest for intriguing shapes to encase in
her eco-resin vessels.
Other exhibitors addressing sustainability
include Linda Bloomfield whose ceramics
celebrate the importance of lichen; Ash &
Plumb’s use of local woods and making
practices in their wooden vessels; Michaela
McMillan’s embrace of recycled and donated
materials for her lively assemblages; Alison
Shelton Brown’s love of found matter like
metal and sea-twine; and Momoka Gomi
who is influenced by the Japanese tradition
of Sakiori, upcycling worn denim into
her weaving.

SUSTAINABILITY

28

Sustainable practice and care for the natural
environment are evident in many members’
works. Designer-makers are thinking carefully
about what materials to use and where
to source them; the tools, machines and
processes they employ; how waste and surplus
can be disposed of or reused; how to pack
and transport works; and even which suppliers
to use for services such as banking practices.
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Lighting

‘Out with the New and In with the Old’ declared
artist maker Sam Isaacs as he established his
‘REWORKED’ brand, with the aim of producing
unique, original and eclectic lighting made
from upcycled and salvaged materials. By
reinterpreting and repurposing found objects,
Sam creates a new identity for these items and
a new lease of life for lost treasures, turning the
unwanted and unloved into desirable and useful
lighting whilst retaining the character and history
of the original items.
Sam’s lamps incorporate contemporary
A++ 2.4 Watt G9 LED lightbulbs which are
low energy, long life and do not get as hot as
conventional lightbulbs, for safety, and colourful
flexes, and are attractively packed in re-purposed
boxes and packaging.

Selection of desk lamps, 2021

DESIGN-NATION MEMBER SINCE 2020

Mixed Media

CORNWALL

REWORKED

Transient (detail), reworked 2021–22 | Photo by Reece Straw | Portrait courtesy the artist

CHESHIRE

SAM
ISAACS
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CHARLIE
BIRTLES

Charlie Birtles is a creative practitioner working
with others to develop ideas, share skills and
make. Her socially engaged craft practice is not
simply to make art but also to create possibilities
for others to explore and express their own
creative thinking, encouraging learning by all
involved. Her thoughtful output includes sitespecific artworks, workshops, residencies and
discussions that explore a space for critical
thinking and exchange about craft.
Historically Charlie’s been mindful of
her material choices, selecting whichever matter
(often recycled) will best tell the story of a place
or space. Her considered approach includes
choosing materials easily accessed outside
learning or gallery environments, to encourage
others to make further explorations: examples
include straw and extruded recycled plastics.
Charlie is aware that work she produced
in the past now exists with no direct purpose. As a
producer of things, she feels a strong responsibility
to make best use of the Earth’s resources, and so
there’s an element of guilt once she’s moved on.
Charlie is now re-working existing
objects made for previous projects, with the
intent to generate conversations with audiences
around what really happens once we have
‘consumed’ craft, and to develop ideas for
solutions to these issues.
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LIZZIE
KIMBLEY

AMY
LEIGH

Lizzie Kimbley is a textile designer and artist working with woven textiles.
Conscious of the volume of waste sent to landfill and incineration each
year, and the need to value our natural resources, Lizzie explores responsible
textiles and circular design. She has a material-led approach often using
natural found materials or those leftover from other design processes.
The handmade cordage in these works is made from industry waste yarn,
warp ends and offcuts from a local clothing designer-maker.
Lizzie takes inspiration from her daily walks in the beautiful Norfolk
landscape. She enjoys the parallels between walking and weaving; for her
the slowness and movement of walking are echoed in the repetition and
rhythms of the weaving process making each a mindful and meditative
practice. Since gaining an MA in Textile Design in 2019, Lizzie was selected
for the Crafts Council’s Hothouse programme in 2020.

BURY ST EDMUNDS

Metal

Amy Leigh is an environmentally conscious
contemporary designer and maker, of jewellery
and decorative objects. Each piece is unique and
handcrafted by Amy in her Suffolk studio, using
sustainable materials and innovative techniques.
Amy’s signature process involves melting pewter
to a liquid state before rapidly cooling it in water,
capturing the energetic and fluid form of the
once molten metal. She combines the pewter
sculptures with bio-resin to create tactile and
intriguing pieces.
Driven by a desire to create work
unlike anyone else’s, Amy continues to push the
boundaries of unusual material combinations.
Her latest body of work is a fresh take on
sustainability, using the waste her business
produces she cleverly repurposes it into a new
material. Composed of layer upon layer of waste,
plastic packaging, old moulds, samples and
offcuts all get reused. Amy sculpts modern and
stylish homewares from this innovative material,
creating desirable pieces and importantly
moving towards her goal of a circular economy.

NORFOLK
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Selection of Blossom Vessels, 2021 | Portrait courtesy the artist

Repurposed I, 2021 | Portrait courtesy the artist
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Textiles
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HANNAH
LOBLEY

LUCY
MACDONALD

Recycling materials has always been an important element
within Hannah Lobley’s work, leading to her creating a new
technique using unwanted paper that has become a defining
factor within her artistic process. Combining paper with wood
and the relationship between the two materials is taking her
on a new journey. Continuing the working practices previously
employed independently with each material, Hannah has
married the two with fascinating results. She is intrigued
by natural shapes and the beauty of nature, combined with
recycling and the evolution of both materials.
Hannah’s collections combine two materials that began
at the same source. Paper, a short-term material is recycled
to create a new shape and texture thus extending their journey.
As the pieces are wood-worked each material’s grain exposes
the consequences of her working actions, revealing the unseen
internal imprint as the surface is scraped away.
This installation highlights the need to recycle and
environmental issues. The number of blocks in the modular globes
increase as they get larger, representing how environmental
issues will grow and become more complex, as the world gets
older and as humans become more advanced. The shapes depict
the world, its diversity and the changes needed to preserve it.

ARRA TEXTILES

DERBYSHIRE

Paper, Wood

ABERDEENSHIRE
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Globes, 2021 | Portrait courtesy the artist
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Textiles
After studying textile design at university in both Scotland and Finland,
designer and weaver Lucy MacDonald launched Arra Textiles in 2016,
at New Designers One Year On. The brand has become known for colour,
complex woven design and a connection to place.
With inspiration drawn from ever-changing seascapes and landscapes, each piece Lucy creates begins in her rural studio on Royal Deeside,
developed from her initial design concepts through to hand-finished fabrics.
Lucy works with all natural fibres, as sustainability and traceability are both
important to her, and in fact have become strong themes found throughout her work.
Arra Textiles creates colourful, exciting designs which encourage
the audience to question the making process, and prompts them to want
to explore the craft techniques involved — by investigating the relationship
between the physical craft making process and finished piece.

Ebb and Flow (detail), 2021 | Portrait courtesy the artist
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JACKY
OLIVER

LONDON

Metal

Catch (detail), 2021 | Portrait courtesy the artist

Catch (detail), 2021–22
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In creating Catch, Jacky Oliver aims to provoke
dialogue about the increase in overfishing.
The oceans cover 71% of the world and provide
us with the oxygen we need for every two breaths
we take, so it is vital we look after them. She has
created linear wire structures that echo some of
the four million fishing vessels that fish the seas
with increasing efficiency, putting pressure on
fish stocks and ecosystems of our oceans.
Through extensive research Jacky
has gathered statistics about the impact of this
intensive fishing industry on the environment.
Using a range of techniques, she has etched
and pierced through metal panels, which are
supported on delicate wire networks. Jacky’s
installation is suspended to allow the viewers’
presence to influence the movement of the
piece. Shadows cast by the pieces are as
important as the fabricated pieces themselves:
the ephemeral nature of the images Jacky has
made simultaneously simplify the vessel forms
and also echo the possibility that without care,
the awe-inspiring life currently found within
the oceans will not be there forever.
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Interested in joining
Design-Nation?

For £120 +VAT each year,
Design-Nation offers:

 Brand accreditation
 Critical feedback and professional development
advice from our team, partners, and expert
selection panels
 Profile and exposure through our online portfolio
 Promotion through the Design-Nation
newsletter, blog, and social media channels
 Tailored support for your individual practice
via diagnostic action plans and in-depth
one-to-ones on key issues
 Discounted group exhibition opportunities
at trade & retail fairs and live & online events
 Major exhibition opportunities such as London
Craft Week, London Design Festival and Collect
 Exhibition and retail opportunities at
The Hub: National Centre for Craft & Design
 Connection with local Design-Nation Cluster
Hubs, giving opportunities to collaborate on
creative development projects, exhibitions,
and events
 Networking and membership events
 Up-to-date information on UK craft and design
opportunities and news including a fortnightly
member bulletin
 Design-Nation’s Buddy Scheme and
Sustainability & Ethical Practice Group
 Design-Nation’s CPD programme —
creative retreats, study & industry days, events,
talks, lectures, awards, workshops, courses,
enhanced membership programme, targeted
support programmes for new start-ups,
emerging and established members

Design-Nation delivers a UK-wide & international
programme that empowers designer-makers to build,
sustain and develop innovative creative practices.
Building on 20+ years of expert experience,
Design-Nation delivers projects and activities
that are tailored to support the needs of creative
business members at every stage of career.

We also offer Graduate and
Associate Membership for
new and emerging designermakers and students.

Applications are received each
February, May, August & November
and reviewed by an expert
independent panel.

Fees start from £40 + VAT each year.

Additional costs apply for some
programme features.

For more information, visit
designnation.co.uk/membership

Digital Publiction
ISBN: 978-1-8381927-4-7

Our Sustainability
Commitment

Published January 2022
to accompany the exhibition
launch at The Hub, Sleaford,
29 January – 24 April 2022
DIRECTOR:
Clare Edwards

The Hub and Design-Nation are wholly
committed to reducing their impact
on the environment.

EXHIBITION TEAM:
Lesley Farrell, Liz Cooper, Marion Sander

Over the last ten years we have been
monitoring & reporting our energy, water
& sewerage, and waste and our total
consumption has decreased by 20%!

EDUCATION PROGRAMME:
Hayley Banks, Sarah Elliott
FILM CONTENT:
Hayley Banks, Helen Kemp,
R&A Collaborations

For Design-Nation: Our Journey:

MARKETING:
Betty Bair, Laura Jacometti,
Mark Bowery, Sophie Arnold

 We always try new processes and
experiment new ways to present
environmentally friendly exhibitions
that create minimal waste

EXHIBITION FURNITURE:
Sleaford Woodwork Ltd
VIRTUAL TOUR: Bee3D

 We commissioned new display furniture
from Sleaford Woodwork Ltd which has
been designed to be easily transportable
and suit many future uses

TECHNICIANS:
Bradley Oliver-White, Iain Edwards
IMAGES:
All artworks © the individual artists
and photos courtesy of the artists,
unless otherwise noted

 The Perspex used for the title walls
has been recycled from the Hub’s
Guitars exhibition in 2008

DESIGN:
Ashleigh Armitage

 Plinths from Art of Glass, 2018 have
been repainted and OBS material from
previous shows has been repurposed

PRINT:
Newspaper Club
FSC, PEFC and Blue Angel certified

 Reusable cotton dust sheets have
replaced plastic dust rolls and we
use mountboard instead of Foamex
to display interpretation

To support the climate challenge,
year on year we take more steps
to try to reduce our environmental
impact through the way we work and
the creative programmes we deliver.

For a full snapshot of
our environmental journey
so far, please visit
hub-sleaford.org.uk/news

Bed, 2000–2013, Ione Crystal Peries Lovatt: The Invalid, 2021 |Janine Partington

 We’ve produced a recyclable newspaper
and activity sheet and all raw materials
are environmentally friendly

Design-Nation: Our Journey has been jointly
curated by Design-Nation and The Hub, with the
support of our funders North Kesteven District
Council and Arts Council England.
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